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81032 Socket
80052 Plug

The latest in professional
Fanton SpA reaches a new frontier in design, merging form and function
in electrical products for professional installation in the new rubber plugs
and sockets now added to its range.
Once again, FME products offer outstanding functionality, quality and
creativity. Yet more proof of Fanton SpAís commitment to product innovation
and quality.
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The energy Fanton
Developing new products, modifying a
detail to improve functionality, testing safer
and more durable materials, and creating
new shapes and designs, are all important
for the growth of an industrial organisation
like Fanton, which prioritises values central to its drive for
globalisation and quality.
Fanton SpA launches a fresh way of thinking of and conceiving electricity, and
gives shape to a series of products destined to change our shared image of
safety and design.
New series of rubber plugs and sockets
The rubber series can be used for voltages up to 250V and
currents up to 16A, and is intended for professional and other
applications requiring rugged products able to withstand the
most widely varying, demanding operating and weather
conditions.The plugs and sockets in this series are produced
in the following types, to meet the marketís needs.
The series includes:
Article Code
80052
81032
81033
92976
92977
92978
92986
92987
92988

Article Description
Plug 2P+E 16A French-German st. IP44 in rubber
Socket 2P+E 16A German st. IP44 in rubber
Triple socket 3x2P+E 16A German st. IP44 in rubber
Triple socket 3x2P+E 16A German st. IP44 in rubber
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A
Extension 10 m - IP44 with H07RN-F (3x1.5) cable
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A
Extension 20 m - IP44 with H07RN-F (3x1.5) cable
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A
Extension 5 m - IP44 with H07RN-F (3x2.5) cable
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A
Extension 10 m - IP44 with H07RN-F (3x2.5) cable
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A
Extension 20 m - IP44 with H07RN-F (3x2.5) cable
Plug 2P+E 16A - Socket 3x2P+E 16A

Colour Pack Pcs
Black
10
Black
10
Black
10
Black
1
Black
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Ergonomic in form and technology
The new rubber plugs and sockets are of sophisticated design, with an ergonomic
shape offering an easy, convenient grip.
They are made from a technopolymer which gives them resistance to any weather
or operating conditions, protects them against wear and breakage, and also
provides an original non-slip effect, giving the operator a firmer grip.
Cable retainer
The innovative inseparable quick-action cable retainer allows the
cable to be fixed (without using a single screw) by just turning
the screw collar, ensuring that any pulling or twisting of the cable
will not be transmitted to the ends of the wires connected to the
socket connectors or plug pins. This innovative system keeps all
water and/or dust out of the product, protecting it from damage.
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One feature of fundamental importance for the userís
safety is that the screw collar can be tightened by just
turning a locking element between the collar itself and
the body of the unit. This makes tampering by
unauthorised persons such as children impossible.
In the triple version, the terminal box is
complete with a lid with two screws for
absolute simplicity for the user when wiring
the cable. In addition, the tree feet on
Triple Version
either side of the product ensure that it is
raised above the ground, so that no dust, liquids or other substances can come
into contact with the socket’s surface.
Eye-ring
Another unique feature of the professional series is the eyering, fitted to give easier connection and disconnection. This is
even more beneficial when units are used in environments with
dust, moisture, oil, etc. Thanks to this simple, original feature,
it is also possible to prevent the product from being damaged
and creating a hazard (treading on the unit, puddles of water,
etc.) because the unit can easily be hung up.
Guaranteed protection
All products are constructed with reference to the DIN49440 standards with IP44
protection.
International patent
All products in the series are protected by a European patent and form
part of a programme by means of which FME intends to consolidate
BREVETTO
EUROPEO
its market share, by reasserting its reputation for quality and innovation
in the electrical products sector.

Also with it extends Cable
from 5, 10 or 20 m.
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